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Need another word that means the same as “multiple”? Find 19 synonyms and 30 related
words for “multiple” in this overview.
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The synonyms of “Multiple” are: numerous, many, various, different, diverse,
several, sundry, miscellaneous, manifold, multifarious, multitudinous, compound,
collective, store, retail store, outlet, retail outlet, reseller, cash and carry

Multiple as a Noun

Definitions of "Multiple" as a noun

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “multiple” as a noun can have the following
definitions:

A shop with branches in many places, especially one selling a specific type of product.
A number that may be divided by another a certain number of times without a
remainder.
The product of a quantity by an integer.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Multiple" as a noun (6 Words)

cash and carry Money in the form of bills or coins.

outlet An organization that broadcasts or publishes journalism.
She had no other outlet for her feelings.

reseller
A person or company that sells something they have bought to someone
else.
Products are sold both directly and through resellers.

retail outlet The selling of goods to consumers; usually in small quantities and not for
resale.

retail store The selling of goods to consumers; usually in small quantities and not for
resale.

store A shop selling basic necessities.
Storehouses were built close to the docks.

https://grammartop.com/outlet-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/store-synonyms
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Usage Examples of "Multiple" as a noun

15, 20, or any multiple of five.
The major food multiples.
36 is a multiple of 9.
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Multiple as an Adjective

Definitions of "Multiple" as an adjective

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “multiple” as an adjective can have the
following definitions:

(of a disease, injury, etc.) complex in its nature or effects; affecting several parts of the
body.
Having or involving or consisting of more than one part or entity or individual.
Numerous and often varied.
Having or involving several parts, elements, or members.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Multiple" as an adjective (13 Words)

collective Forming a whole or aggregate.
The collective power of the workforce.

compound Composed of more than one partcompound flower heads.
Compound leaves are composed of several lobes.

different Distinct or separate.
Each interviewed different members of the community.

diverse Many and different.
A person of diverse talents.

manifold Many and various.
The implications of this decision were manifold.

many
A quantifier that can be used with count nouns and is often preceded by
`as’ or `too’ or `so’ or `that’; amounting to a large but indefinite number.
Never saw so many people.

miscellaneous Having many aspects or qualities.
Miscellaneous accessories.

multifarious Having many aspects.
Multifarious activities.

multitudinous
Very numerous.
The multitudinous array of chemical substances that exist in the natural
world.

numerous Consisting of many members.
The orchestra and chorus were numerous.

several
(used with count nouns) of an indefinite number more than 2 or 3 but not
many.
The two levels of government sort out their several responsibilities.

sundry Consisting of a haphazard assortment of different kinds.
Sundry sciences commonly known as social.

various Of many different kinds purposefully arranged but lacking any uniformity.
Cited various reasons for his behavior.

https://grammartop.com/collective-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/compound-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/several-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/various-synonyms
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Usage Examples of "Multiple" as an adjective

A multiple pile-up.
A pineapple is a multiple fruit.
Made multiple copies of the speech.
Multiple occupancy.
Multiple ownership.
A multiple fracture of the femur.
Her multiple personalities.
Words with multiple meanings.
His multiple achievements in public life.
Multiple birth.
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Associations of "Multiple" (30 Words)

billion Denoting a quantity consisting of one million million items or units in Great
Britain.

double To double the degree.
A double binary star.

doubled Twice as great or many.
The dose is doubled.

doubly To double the degree.
She was doubly rewarded.

dual In an aircraft using dual controls.
Dual controls for pilot and copilot.

four A playing card or domino or die whose upward face shows four pips.

fourth In the fourth place.
Fourthly you must pay the rent on the first of the month.

https://grammartop.com/dual-synonyms
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manifold A lightweight paper used with carbon paper to make multiple copies.
The exhaust manifold.

number
Mark with a number or assign a number to typically to indicate position in a
series.
Each document was numbered consecutively.

numeral Of or relating to or denoting numbers.
He learned to write the numerals before he went to school.

pirouette Do a pirouette usually as part of a dance.
She pirouetted and made a bow.

plural A plural word or form.
The first person plural.

quadruple A quadruple number or amount.
Quadruplex wire.

quartet A composition for a quartet.
A Beethoven quartet.

redouble Double a bid already doubled by an opponent.
We will redouble our efforts to reform agricultural policy.

sextuple Multiply by six; increase sixfold.
six A playing card or domino or die whose upward face shows six pips.
ten One of four playing cards in a deck with ten pips on the face.

ternary Composed of three parts.
A ternary operation.

three One of four playing cards in a deck having three pips.

times
An arithmetic operation that is the inverse of division; the product of two
numbers is computed.
You times the six by four to get twenty four.

triad A member of a Triad.
The triad of medication diet and exercise are necessary in diabetes care.

trillion The number that is represented as a one followed by 18 zeros.
In England they call a quintillion a trillion.

trinity A group of three people or things.
God is said to be trinity in unity.

trio A group of three musicians.
A jazz trio.

triple Hit a triple.
A triple murder.

https://grammartop.com/number-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/three-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/times-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/triad-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/trinity-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/triple-synonyms
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triplicate One of three copies; any of three things that correspond to one another exactly.
Triplicate measurements.

twice Two times; on two occasions.
The earl married twice.

twofold Twice as great or many.
The price increased twofold last year.

variously In several or different ways.
The alternatives that are variously represented by the participants.


